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ABSTRACT 
 
Zhou, Yue. M.S. C.E.G, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State 
University, 2013. Visualizing Confusion Matrices for Multidimensional Signal Detection 
Correlational Methods and Semantic cluster based visualization in Virtual Environments.  
 
 
 
General Recognition Theory (GRT) is a multidimensional signal detection theory framework for 
capturing sources of perceptual and decisional dependence. The primary type of data for GRT 
models is an identification-confusion matrix derived in a complete factorial identification task. 
This confusion matrix plots the responses of study participant for a given signal. The responses 
may reveal that participants were unable to recognize the signal properly. Such violations of any 
type of independence in the GRT framework result in response patterns that reflect some form of 
correlation in the GRT space. While an individual confusion matrix is rather small and relatively 
easy to visualize, similar studies may be repeated a lot of times resulting in thousands if not mil-
lions of confusion matrices that have to be visualized. This thesis describes methods that adapt 
the web-based D3 visualization framework combined with pre-processing tools for the raw data 
to identify ways of visualization methodologies that enable domain specialists to more easily in-
terpret their data. As the D3 framework utilizes Javascript and scalable vector graphics (SVG) to 
generate the visualizations it can run readily within the web browser to directly enable deploy-
ment of the visualization algorithms by the domain specialists. Parallel coordinate plots and heat 
maps were developed for the confusion matrix data, and the results were shown to a GRT expert 
for an informal evaluation of their utility. A second part is the visualization of database for se-
mantic cluster which come from DBpedia. DBpedia is a crowd-sourced community effort to ex-
tract structured information from Wikipedia. Its database is served as Linked Data on the Wik-
ipedia. VTK as a generic C++ class library has a wide range of scientific and engineering usage. 
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It can be used with another C++ based virtual environment library VRUI (virtual reality user in-
terface). VTK and VRUI based semantic cluster database visualizations with different layout ap-
proaches were developed. There is a clear benefit to model interpretation from these visualiza-
tions when researchers need to interpret larger amounts of simulated data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Visualization is the process of transferring data, information, and knowledge into a visual 
form that takes advantage of people's natural ability to quickly identify visual changes. 
Visualization combines the capabilities of the human brain and the most powerful mod-
ern computer information processing system to form a powerful symbiosis.  Using an ap-
propriate visual interface allows us to understand and easily interact with large-scale data 
and observe differences while exploring information. When applying the right technique 
it can be extremely effective in detecting hidden information inside the characteristics of 
a regular pattern. In our increasingly information-rich life, visualization technology re-
search and application development has fundamentally changed the way we express and 
understand large, complex data. 
Information visualization on the other hand combines scientific visualization, human-
computer interaction, data analysis, image technology, graphics technology, cognitive 
science, and many other disciplines, theories and methods. The ability to interact with the 
visualized data is particularly important in this case. 
In this thesis, information visualization principles are applied to so-called identification-
confusion matrix (IDCM) from the area of General Recognition Theory (GRT) which 
summarizes the frequency with which participants of a particular study respond to a set of 
specific stimuli. Traditionally, these matrices are visualized using four elliptical represen-
tations divided by lines to capture the results of the experiments. While being well-
accepted by domain specialist, these representations are successful in providing an over-
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view of the experiment. However, they are not capable of showing the entire detail pre-
sent in the data. Especially with large series of experiments, the data can result in mil-
lions of IDCMs that need to be visualized. Hence, tools are needed that encode as much 
detail as possible of the original data within the visualization. This thesis describes the 
application of different information visualization techniques to such large number of 
IDCMs to help domain specialists to better and more easily analyze their data. These 
techniques were specifically adapted and expanded to improve the visualization of the 
data at hand. 
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2. RELATED WORK  
Information visualization is a relatively new area of computer science. Many approaches 
have successfully been applied to numerous of data sets. The following subsections de-
scribe some of these techniques. 
2.1 Multidimensional Information Visualization 
We live in a world of three-dimensional physical space. Our visual perception is difficult 
from the front, left, up and down, the three-dimensional space-set. The fact that our sur-
rounding is three-dimensional makes it difficult to intuitively understand higher-
dimensional information. The vast majority of abstract information is more than three-
dimensional information, such as financial information, stock information, and databases. 
Therefore, the visualization of multidimensional information is an important goal of in-
formation visualization. 
We were able to show on the screen spatial information in two-dimensional, because our 
visual habits have left in our minds a three-dimensional space of the mark. Can we say 
that we can only see the three-dimensional space? Then how does three-dimensional vis-
ualization of multidimensional information work above it? 
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Figure 2.1: “Worlds within worlds” coordinate system 
Feiner and Beshers present a multi-dimensional visualization with coordinates nested 
called “worlds within worlds” [1]. Input variables are mapped to a plurality of axes of the 
coordinate system. The high-dimensional function by a coordinate system nested to an-
other coordinate system to be visualized. The mobile of internal coordinate system in the 
external coordinate system can cause changes in the surface.  So at this time, the sur-
face’s three variables (respectively by the three axes of the external coordinate system 
represented) have been changed. When the two coordinate systems in the same location, 
it will result in a nested closure. In this method, the virtual reality technology for manipu-
lating visual structure has been used to reduce closures. This approach represents a very 
limited information dimension. Also the coordinate system in order to eliminate visual 
clutter caused due to nesting must use a complex interaction. So this technology is very 
difficult to use. 
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For information in the data base and analytics, large-scale data table representation is a 
key issue. Basically large data in the database is multidimensional. How to analyze mul-
tidimensional data sheet’s implied characteristics and the relationship between data in an 
intuitive way is crucial for information analytics. Xerox Palo Alto Research Center user 
interface Study Group, Rao and Card proposed table lens technology. It is a visualization 
and understanding of a large-scale data sheets technology [2]. This technology put the 
symbols and graphics into a single steerable focus + context layout. Some simple opera-
tions (such as sorting) are supporting a large data space browsing, and can be easily sepa-
rated focus characteristics or patterns. It combines statistical analysis and the easy use of 
spreadsheet. It is suitable for large-scale data analysis areas, such as financial data, insur-
ance data and drug analysis. It should be noted that table lens is a good visualization tool 
for multidimensional information. At present, there is a corresponding product based on 
this technology by Inxight Software. 
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2.2 Parallel Coordinates 
 
Figure 2.2: An example of parallel coordinates 
Parallel coordinates are one of the first two-dimensional visualization techniques for 
high-dimensional data [3]. The basic idea is to put N dimensional data of the attribute 
space by mapping N equidistant parallel axis to the two-dimensional space. The axis of 
each dimension represents a property. The axis of the corresponding attribute values 
range from minimum to maximum uniform distribution. Thus, each data item can be used 
in accordance with its property values in a line segment on N parallel axes. Parallel coor-
dinates have been proven to be a powerful visualization tool. But when large data sets are 
visualized using parallel coordinates, it can cause confusion due to large numbers of lines 
overlapping. To improve on this issue, many parallel coordinate improvements were sug-
gested in the literature. For example, Peng defines visual clutter as any aspect of the visu-
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alization that interferes with the viewer's understanding of the data, and presents the con-
cept of clutter-based dimension reordering. Dimension order is a technique that can sig-
nificantly affect the visualization’s expressiveness. By varying the dimension order in a 
display, it is possible to reduce clutter without reducing information content or modifying 
the data in any way[4] . Hauser et al. present angular brushing for parallel coordinates as 
a new approach to highlighting rational data-properties, i.e., features which - in a non-
separable way - depend on two data dimensions. It also demonstrate smooth brushing as 
an intuitive tool for specifying non-binary degree-of-interest functions (for focus+context 
visualization)[5] . Siirtola introduced two web browser based novel techniques to manip-
ulate parallel coordinates. The first technique, polyline averaging, provides the capability 
of dynamically summarizing a set of polylines and can hence replace computationally 
much more demanding methods. The other new technique interactively visualizes corre-
lation coefficients between polyline subsets, helping the user to discover new information 
in the data set[6] . Zhao et al. propose a technique based on parallel coordinates visualiza-
tion that utilizes an edit-distance-based technique to rearrange variables so that interest-
ing patterns can be easily detected. This system, V-Miner, includes both automated 
methods for visualizing common patterns and a query tool that enables the user to de-
scribe specific target patterns to be mined/displayed by the system [7]. Johansson et al. 
introduced a method to allow the user to simultaneously examine the relationships of a 
single dimension with many others in the data. The single dimension can then be interac-
tively changed to allow the user to quickly examine all possible combinations. This 
method is achieved by extending the standard parallel coordinate approach to a 3D clus-
tered multi-relational parallel coordinate representation [8] . 
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2.3 Heat Map 
 
Figure 2.3: Heat map with two main different colors 
Another simple, but very effective information visualization tool is a heat map. The basic 
idea of a heat map is essentially a two-dimensional visualization that utilizes a palette of 
a predefined color gradient to encode the individual data values by color mapping. For 
example, the closer the data value gets to a range associated with hot, the brighter the 
color used to represent that data value [9]. A single data point is rendered with a single 
color value from the color palette. However, using these colors directly to draw a large 
number of points can cause discretization artifacts. To avoid these artifacts, Dylan Vester 
proposes a method based on the superposition of gray and the color will gradually 
change, and finally fade to black. It starts with a gray canvas, and then takes the entire 
canvas as a bitmap. At last it maps the 256 gray scale map to a 256-color palette to gen-
erate the heat map [10]. Nierman et al. introduced Genes with significantly differentiated 
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expression grouped into ten clusters. Three clusters of interest are shown with centroid 
graphs and heat map. Moon et al. used heat maps to visualize altered concentrations of 
urinary steroids found and heat maps produced from a 70-compound study that showed 
differences between the ratios of steroid precursors and their metabolites [11]. Špakov 
and Miniotas present another version of a heat map visualization technique. They propos-
es a technique to facilitate visualization of eye gaze data gathered during both basic ex-
perimental studies on eye movements and usability studies on products and displays. The 
technique is an extension of the heat-map based visualization method [12]. Merico, D. et 
al used heat-maps to display gene-set expression patterns in the estrogen treatment exper-
iment. The heat map view in their software (Enrichment Map) enables the user to zoom 
in and explore an enriched gene-set in more detail and the query set analysis facilitates 
exploration of relations to known disease genes or regulatory modules. 
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2.4 Data Visualization by D3 
 
Figure 2.4: Web-based JavaScript library D3 
The main purpose of data visualization is effective and clearly information delivery by 
graphical data. Data visualization does not have to be a boring function or design that 
turns the data into a functional diagram, nor is it meant to be designed for an aesthetic 
form and dazzling gorgeous screen. In order to effectively convey information, aesthetic 
form and function needs go hand in hand through the vast amounts of complex infor-
mation for analysis in a very intuitive visual means of expression. However, designers are 
often unable to obtain aesthetic balance between form and function to create some gor-
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geous visual charts. These are the expense of their primary purpose - effective transfer of 
information. 
Data visualization as a means to convey information, in addition to the use of a chart as 
visual form of expression, but also can add art and design through visual elements to 
more clearly communicate information to the audience. In the description on the basis of 
objective information to convey the author's while feeling and combine with the move-
ment in the form of concept or image of the data. For this, Michael Bostock et al. pro-
posed a web-based JavaScript library called D3 (Data-Driven Documents) [13]. When 
people use this kind of web-based visualization as a means of communication, it not only 
changed the design semantics, but also broaden the possibilities of bar, charts and dia-
grams. Michael Bostock et al developed eight kinds of data visualization techniques with-
in D3: calendar view, chord diagram, choropleth map, hierarchical edge bundling, scat-
terplot matrix, grouped & stacked bars, force-directed graph clusters and Voronoi tessel-
lation. In addition to the basic library, they also provided numerous sample programs on 
D3’s website. In August 2012, The New York Times started to use D3’s visualization for 
many articles [14]. Also Scott Murray’s book “Interactive Data Visualization for the 
Web” [15] describes several expansions of his works. For example, a Downton Abbey-
inspired lorem ipsum text generator, which can generate complete, grammatically correct 
sentences; an interactive data map to communicate the results of the 2012 Global Peace 
Index, an annual measurement of levels of 158 countries’ peacefulness; an interactive 
data map to communicate the results of the Global Terrorism Index, and a new measure-
ment of the impact of terrorism in 158 countries. 
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D3 as a web-based data visualization library is closely related to information graphics, 
information visualization, scientific visualization and statistical graphics. So visualization 
by using D3 can be a very active and important subject in the area of research, education, 
and product development. 
2.5 Visualization of hierarchical information  
Between the abstract information the most common type is the hierarchical relationships, 
such as a HDD directory structure, document management, library classification and etc... 
Hierarchical relationships almost everywhere, also in some cases, arbitrary graph can be 
transformed into hierarchical relationships [16]. The most intuitive way in visualization 
of hierarchical information is a tree structure. However, the traditional tree structure has a 
significant disadvantage: when increasing the structure or increasing the level of nodes, 
the structure needs to occupy a lot of visual space. The visual space on a computer screen 
is very limited, so the user must scroll through the way to grasp the entire hierarchy, 
which find a node or to obtain information on the entire structure is very difficult. 
Different tree layout and visualization algorithms are available. George G. Robertson et 
al. proposed a technique called cone tree method [17]. Cone tree the hierarchy are ar-
ranged in three-dimensional space equalizer. Placed on top of the hierarchy of the top of 
the visualization space, each vertex cone apex represents the layer structure. Its child 
nodes (D) are uniformly arranged in the bottom of the cone. The cone diameter of the 
bottom of the hierarchy is gradually reduced with increasing depth in order to ensure that 
the bottom of the structure in the visualization space can be effectively represented. Be-
tween each cone transparent cover, which can ensure that each cone can easily be per-
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ceived, it will not interfere with the back cone. Meanwhile accompanied by rotation, 
drag, etc. to facilitate interaction techniques, people can easily achieve the grasp of com-
plex hierarchical relationships. 
Xerox Palo Alto Research Center User Interface Research Group John Lamping, who 
proposed an approach based on hyperbolic geometry visualize and manipulate large hier-
archies of focus + context technique, called Hyperbolic tree [18]. This technology will 
allow more space for the visualization of the current hierarchy part of current interest, 
and at the same time to display the entire hierarchy. The technology will be a specifica-
tion of the algorithm display in a hierarchical relationship hyperbolic plane, and then the 
hyperbolic plane will be mapped to the display area. The selected mapping provides a 
smooth transition between a fisheye distortion focus and context. Hyperbolic tree through 
convenient interactive tools solves the problem of smooth transition between hierarchy 
focus and context. At present, this technology has been mature products from Inxight 
Software Company, for hard disk directories, site structure, electronic library catalogs 
and other related visualization. 
2.6 Document and text information visualization 
People are faced with a lot of information; the vast majority is text information. Such as 
email, Internet documents, scientific papers, newspaper, articles and so forth. Document 
information is an extension of our memory; people need to communicate regularly with 
document information. A variety of document information have large amount, visualiza-
tion can help us quickly get the information from the document content and knowledge 
which people need. Document information visualization can be divided into two catego-
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ries: one is the visualization of a single document itself, and the other is a large collection 
of documents visualization. 
Stephen G. Eick et al. introduced Seesoft, a visualization system for visualizing software 
source code [19]. The approach utilizes the length of each line of code, which is mapped 
to a short straight line. People can achieve simultaneous analysis of up to 50,000 lines of 
code. The color of each term can be used to express some concern the statistical charac-
teristics, such as the red is recently modified code, blue indicates the least recently modi-
fied code, and so on. Seesoft can be used to visualize a variety of data sources. For exam-
ple, a version control system that can track versions time, programmers, code, purpose, 
and etc. Static analysis includes the location of the function call. Dynamic analysis in-
cludes the characteristics of the data. The use of flexible interaction technology, users can 
easily manipulate a simplified representation of the code to discover features of interest. 
A further detailed observation of an additional window displays the actual code, which 
the user can implement based on that piece of code. Seesoft can be used for knowledge 
discovery, project management, code tuning, development methodology analysis and 
many other areas. 
For large document collection, the topic or content between documents relevant for users 
is very important. For example, we search for information on the Internet, it is so im-
portant to quickly grasp the thousands of search results and the search criteria. Also the 
correlations between the searches and the results can help people to quickly find the in-
formation you really need. PNNL (Pacific Northwest National Laboratory) scientists 
made a series of information access and visualization analysis tools. These technologies 
are collectively known as SPIRE (Spatial Paradigm for Information Retrieval and Explo-
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ration). SPIRE can be used for almost any type of large document collections to deter-
mine the relationships between documents, and display them as a very natural visualiza-
tion form for humans [20]. For example, James A. Wise, proposed a large collection of 
documents on the relationship between the methods visualization called “Themespace” 
[21]. In Themespace, the document topic is displayed on the computer screen as a natural 
topographic map. Themespace the peaks imply the dominant topic, and the valley says 
the part of topic is relatively weak. The mountain, valley shape, large range of hills, or 
high peaks, shows that topic as well as how information is distributed between documents 
and the association. This visualization is a way to avoid language processing and saving 
the user's mental work. So it for the information retrieval and knowledge processing is 
very useful. 
2.7 Web Visualization 
It can be stated that the information explosion was triggered by the Internet. Currently the 
information size of each website may more than TB, and the information distributed 
throughout the world's millions of different websites. The website through hyperlinks be-
tween documents intertwined with each other. Also no matter how large the WWW 
(World Wide Web) is, one thing is for sure, it will continue to expand faster and faster. 
How to easily use information on the website has become an urgent problem to be solved. 
However, the current information access method is far from satisfactory. Information 
Visualization in helping people understand the structure of information space, quickly 
find the required information and other aspects will play an important role in convincing. 
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HTML is only one component of WWW; therefore a single website in the Web visualiza-
tion occupies an important position. Xerox Palo Alto Research Center, User Interface Re-
search Group Ed H. Chi et al proposed a visualization method of the changing in the 
website [22]. It put Xerox website’s more than 7000 nodes re-organized into a tree. When 
considering the time range in each node of the tree has a corresponding position. The col-
or and thickness of each node connection is according to the decision of visits. Different 
site history page is using different tree representation. This makes it easy to find web con-
tent changes and access volume changes. 
The web is an information space; how to visualize its structure is the most important task. 
Web space structure is actually a network, the current research in this area focus on how 
to effectively visualize the information space of the network structure. 
2.8 VTK 
VTK (Visualization ToolKit) is an open source and free firmware. In the world's thou-
sands of researchers and developers are using it for 3D computer graphics, image pro-
cessing, and visualization. VTK includes a c + + class libraries, numerous interface lay-
ers, including Tcl, Tk, Java, Python. Visualization Toolkit is an application for visualiz-
ing structure and operation support environment. It is based on the 3D OpenGL library 
and provides an object-oriented design method [23]. It will shield the visual development 
process encounter details and put some commonly used algorithms package together. For 
example Visualization Toolkit surface reconstruction of the common Marching Cubes 
algorithm package into the form of class to support the user, so that user in the three-
dimensional surface reconstruction lattice data will not have to repeat the writing of 
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MarchingCubes algorithm code. The user can directly use the VTK-provided 
vtkMarchingCubes classes. VTK is engaging visualization application development re-
searchers to provide direct technical support to develop a powerful visualization tool. It 
has the ease of use and flexibility as the main principle and the following characteristics: 
(1) A strong three-dimensional graphics functions. Visualization Toolkit supports both 
voxel-based rendering also retains the traditional surface rendering, resulting in greatly 
improved visual effects at the same time can make full using of existing graphics library 
and graphics hardware. 
(2) Its architecture has a very good flow streaming and caching ability in handling large 
amounts of data without worrying about the memory resource constraints. 
(3) It support Web-based tools such as Java and VRML. As Web and Internet technology 
development it has great prospects for development. 
(4) Capable of supporting multiple coloring. 
(5) A device-independent code so that it has good portability. 
(6) It defines a number of macros that greatly simplifies the programming effort and rein-
force a consistent object behavior. 
(7) Richer data types, support for processing a variety of data types. 
(8) It can work in both the Windows operating system and the Unix operating system 
which greatly broadens its user base. 
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3. METHODOLOGY  
3.1 Motivation 
The goal of the visualization process is for the data to be presented in a form (ex. an ad-
justable map) that is optimized for the human visual perception system. This process re-
sembles a standard information visualization pipeline. The pipeline describes the transi-
tion from the original data to the final representation. The data may need to undergo a 
series of data conversions first. The process of converting the original data to the final 
visualization is likely to be expressed in a series of transformations. Each transformation 
may include a user operation to fine-tune these transformations. Here is an example: the 
data is a conversion of the original data with associations to a data table with data correla-
tion descriptions. Visual mapping of that data table into a visual structure is a combina-
tion of space-based marking and graphical attributes. View transformations defining the 
position, scale, cropping and other graphical parameters create a visual view of the data 
representation.  The user can interactively control the operational parameters of the trans-
formations within the visualization pipeline, for example, binding to a specific view of 
the range of data, or change the attributes of the transformation. Information visualization 
paradigms are applied to solve the main problem of mapping, conversion, and interactive 
control. 
In this information visualization pipeline model, the core of the pipeline is the data struc-
ture table for the visualization mapping. The data structure tables are based on mathemat-
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ical relationships, whereas the visualization structure is based on being able to deal effec-
tively with the visual attributes. Scientific visualization focuses on real data sets, for ex-
ample from specific experiments or simulations, whereas information visualization re-
search generally focuses on more abstract information. In many cases, the information 
itself cannot automatically be mapped to geometry or physical space. This means that 
typically different types of information with no natural or obvious physical representation 
are common place. Therefore, a key question is to discover appropriate visual metaphors 
and structure to represent the information, combined with an understanding of the infor-
mation supported by an analysis tasks. In visualization there are three main components: 
special grouping, annotations, and graphical properties of annotations. In the visualiza-
tion process, the data table is mapped into a visual representation. Also visual representa-
tion is encoded by graphical properties and annotations. In order to get a good visual rep-
resentation, the mapping of the data onto visual elements has to preserve the original in-
formation and only the data in the table are displayed within the visual representation. To 
find a good mapping is not an easy task. The visual structure is prone to contain less im-
portant data, and the data encoded in the visual representation needs to be easily compre-
hensible by the user. When using a mapping that cannot be understood as easily, misin-
terpretations of the results can be caused. Hence, finding a good visualization of the data 
is a key issue for information visualization. 
View transformations interactively change the view onto the visual representation. 
Through the use of graphical attributes to create a visual representation, the representa-
tion becomes visualization. The visualization exists temporally in time. These view trans-
formations are very common to navigate a larger visual representation to create different 
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viewpoints to investigate specific details encoded within the visualization of the date. 
Another viewpoint control technique commonly used encodes both an overview and a 
detailed representation. The overview provides a detail view of the context, and acts as a 
control unit to change the detailed view. The detailed view is used to magnify the select-
ed area or focus. Such a focus + context visualization can use separate areas to depict the 
overview and focused representation or both can be combined within a single view [24]. 
Typically, the screen real-estate that can be used for the visualization is very limited. To 
compensate for the imbalance between screen real-estate and space required by the visu-
alization specifically designed deformations, such as hyperbolic projections, are used. If 
such a deformation can allow users to perceive a larger visual representation, then such 
modifications are effective. 
Interaction and control of information visualization are dependent on the form of encod-
ing of the data within the visualization. Based on the previous information visualization 
reference model, the user needs to be able to control the visual mapping by tweaking spe-
cific parameters. These controls can be in the form of simple user interface elements, 
such as various control buttons, scroll bars, etc. Many interactive information visualiza-
tion techniques, in essence, are a form of selection method by selecting subsets of the da-
ta table objects to retrieve the desired visual representation. These interactive techniques 
can be used to position data elements, reveal patterns within the data, select the transform 
parameters, etc, such as “Details-on-demand” technology [25] , “Brushing” technology 
[26]  etc. These interactive techniques not only improve the speed at which the user inter-
acts with the information, but also can avoid the user taking a wrong path, or get lost in 
solving a specific problem. Furnas introduced the "universal fisheye view" [27]. This 
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work first studied the fish-eye view, which is a zoom in of a small local area combined 
with a lens-type technique. The surrounding information around the enlarged area is 
pushed toward the outer perimeter, but is still visible. Later, many researchers added fur-
ther improvements to this technique. That allows the user to observe a small central focus 
area while maintaining a greater visibility of the surrounding area, which is the meaning 
of “focus + context” view. This technique can be a collection of information detail view 
of a specific portion (focus), and the overall structural view of a set of information (con-
text) is mixed together. Or the layout can be considered many large information spaces 
(context) at the same time, one of it with more details as part of the layout (focus). 
3.2 Data structures 
The data to be visualized in this thesis stems from researchers in the area of General 
Recognition Theory (GRT), a multidimensional generalization of the theory of signal de-
tection applied to human perceptual processes [28]. The GRT framework is designed to 
tease apart perceptual and decisional sources of bias between stimulus dimensions. To 
use GRT in cognitive modeling, experiments are conducted that present a limited set of 
stimuli to a human observer who is asked to make a complete identification response (i.e. 
to identify which of N possible objects was presented on a given trial). This typically re-
sults in a so-called identification-confusion matrix (IDCM) [29] that summarizes the fre-
quency with which the subject gives each of the N responses to each of the N stimulus 
options. Correct responses are tabulated along the diagonal cells of the IDCM, while con-
fusions (incorrect responses) are tracked in the–off diagonal cells. Although GRT re-
search is typically done with human participants in order to model perceptual phenome-
na, the data to be examined in this thesis comes from a GRT modeling project in which 
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large numbers of IDCMs (over 2 million data files) are simulated for various GRT theo-
retical constructs; the purpose of these simulations is to develop and test new statistical 
analyses for the GRT approach. However, the simulation of such a large number of 
IDCMs makes data and analyses comparison a hard problem, which could be helped by 
appropriate visualization tools [2,3]. 
For example, if we assume that the subjects are supposed to recognize a specific signal 
that can be on or off the subjects can respond in terms of whether they recognized the 
signal at that point in time. As a result the confusion matrix consists of a two-by-two con-
figuration with the signal being on or off in one column and the response by the subjects 
to the signal being on or off. Obviously, the subject can elect to recognize a signal even if 
there was no signal present, they can fail to recognize the presence of the signal, or they 
can perceive the signal correctly. Since such experiments can be conducted multiple 
times with various subjects this can result in a large amount of data that needs to be ana-
lyzed. 
In the present thesis, the goal was to preprocess the data and then provide a web-based 
user interface and visualization of the data to provide easy access to the visualization by 
the application domain specialists. There are different options for web-based visualiza-
tions nowadays, including WebGL- and SVG-based methods. In order to keep the visual 
representation of the data simple to make it easier for the domain specialists to analyze 
the data, a 2D-based visualization seemed more appropriate. As a result, WebGL seemed 
to create more overhead and be more difficult to integrate specifically with all sorts of 
flavors of web browsers. Hence, an SVG-based approach was selected using the D3 Ja-
vaScript library. 
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To develop the techniques described in this thesis, a subset of the overall modeling study 
was selected by choosing one stimulated model size (total simulated trials = 400). This 
subset even was a large-scale data set that needed to be imported into D3 for visualiza-
tion. Within the subset, there were more than 1350 individual model simulations which 
each contained 1000 IDCMs. For example, Boxes 1 and 2 show sample data files from 
two models with different types of simulated GRT theoretical constructs. As they illus-
trate, the IDCM matrix essentially captures the stimulus against the responses of the sim-
ulated study participants. As such, one would expect higher values along the main diago-
nal as that indicates that participants correctly recognized the signal. A deviation from the 
main diagonal indicates confusion between the actual stimulus shown and the response 
made. It is hard to see in numerical format, but these two IDCMs show different patterns 
of confusion in the off-diagonal cells; Box 1 has fairly evenly spread confusion, while 
Box 2 shows most of the confusion responses in the middle two columns and few confu-
sions in columns 1 and 4. 
  
(a) 
Mean(dPrime): 1 AnyZeros: 0 vPI_Rho: -0.25 
vPS_Shift: 0.25 
vDSc_piecewiseShift_or_continousSlope: 0.25 
SampleSize: 100  
      Rx1y1 Rx1y2 Rx2y1 Rx2y2  
Dx1y1    29    32    34     5  
Dx1y2    17    56    21     6  
Dx2y1    16    10    62    12  
Dx2y2     2    27    35    36  
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(b) 
Figure 3.1: Sample data file for model with no GRT violations (a) and a sample data file 
for model with 3 GRT violations (b) 
This matrix essentially plots the stimulus against the responses of the study participants. 
As such, one would expect higher values along the main diagonal as that indicates that 
participants correctly recognized the signal. A deviation from the main diagonal indicates 
confusion amongst the study participants. 
There is support for a lot of different kinds of data formats available in the D3 library. 
Due to the size of the overall data set it is impractical to convert the data by hand. In-
stead, Visual Basic (VBA) was used to convert the data into a format readable by D3. 
Once the data was imported into D3 properly, there were different approaches that were 
tested to find appropriate ways to visually analyze the data, namely parallel coordinates 
and heat maps following various different layout paradigms. 
For a parallel coordinates layout, it is possible to read a csv format, making importing the 
data easy. To increase the processing speed, the Scripting.Dictionary in VBA is used, as a 
conventional loop to open each data file tends to be very slow. Scripting.Dictionary can 
also add the paths for all files to its dictionary. To add all paths the data files and includ-
ing all subfolders one can use a call like this one: Dic.Add ("root folder path\"), "". By 
Mean(dPrime): 1 AnyZeros: 0 vPI_Rho: 0.00 
vPS_Shift: 0.00 
vDSX_piecewiseShift_or_continousSlope: 0.00 
SampleSize: 100  
      Rx1y1 Rx1y2 Rx2y1 Rx2y2  
Dx1y1    48    21    28     3  
Dx1y2    20    50    12    18  
Dx2y1    23    16    42    19  
Dx2y2    11    20    24    45  
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using a Do While loop, all paths of the subfolders can be checked. Note that each Script-
ing.Dictionary has its own keys to store Dic.keys. The Dir command also works in VBA, 
but in order to work with Scripting.Dictionary, it needs the Dic.keys. To look for each 
sub folder directory in the dictionary one can use a construct such as Dir(Dic.keys (0), 
vbDirectory). The output will be the same as with the “Dir” command, so the sub folder 
directory will be followed by “.” And “..”. After this, another Do While loop has to be 
executed to add all sub folder directory into the dictionary: Dic.Add (Dic.keys (i) & out-
put & "\"), "". Once completed, the dictionary has all of the folder’s paths stored. Figure 
3.2(a) shows an example of the dictionary structure. 
  
(a)                                                     (b) 
Figure 3.2: Dictionary structure of the sub folders (a) and the selected files (b) 
The next step is to get a dictionary of all the data files under each sub folder. When using 
a For Each loop with a dictionary, it will use each value in the dictionary within the loop. 
By using For Each path In Dic.keys, the path variable will go through each sub folders’ 
path in the loop. To identify all of the data files under its folder, just like determining 
each sub folder as described before, something like Dir(path & "*.txt") can be used. Be-
cause the data files all have the suffix “txt”, this will only select files of that type. Finally, 
the second dictionary contains the entire data list, which will have a structure as shown in 
figure 3.2(b): 
Dic.keys 
0, root folder path\  
1, sub folder path1\ 
2, sub folder path2\ 
… 
Sub folder path 1 
0, data file 0   
1, data file 1   
2, data file 2   
… 
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Then, using the file list, each of the data files can be read into another dictionary. When 
opening the file, VBA needs the particular path of each file. Hence, it needs a variable to 
combine the Dic.keys (0) and each data file list. Since the dictionary can only add one 
line at a time, Trim(fso.OpenTextFile(file).ReadLine()) will read each line in the data file. 
To detect the end of the file, one can use a Do While Not 
fso.OpenTextFile(file).AtEndOfStream loop construct. 
In some of the layouts, duplicated data headers are a big problem. From the figure 3.1(a) 
example, the text: “Mean(dPrime): 1 AnyZeros: 0 vPI_Rho: 0.00 vPS_Shift: 0.00 
vDSX_piecewiseShift_or_continousSlope: 0.00 SampleSize: 100  Rx1y1 Rx1y2 Rx2y1 
Rx2y2 ” will be duplicated data in all 1000 IDCMs simulated for the same set of model 
parameters. Also some rows will have duplicated values, which will slow down the pro-
cess and display in the web browser. In the worst case, the D3 library will simply crash 
the web browser in our tests if there are too many duplicated values. With the parallel 
coordinates layout, there was no difference whether the duplicated values were included 
or not. However, the duplicated values slowed down the rendering speed significantly 
when the user is trying to select a range or change the position of the rows. This perfor-
mance issue can be prevented by using the dictionary. VBA can look for the new line and 
check if it exists in the dictionary or not by using Did.Exists(stringLine). It will return a 
true or false, so in order to avoid duplicated values, one can add the new line only if 
Did.Exists(stringLine) evaluates to false. 
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3.3 Step of generating Parallel Coordinates Data 
In order to generate the data so that it can be imported into D3 Excel is used. First, open 
the .xlsm file which includes the VBA scripts. If Excel disabled the active content, 
choose “Options”. 
 
Figure 3.3: Some active content has been disabled 
Then select “Enable this content” in both sections. 
 
Figure 3.4: Some content need to be enabled 
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Choose View -> Macros -> view macros 
 
Figure 3.5: The Macros option 
Select “parallel” and hit edit 
 
Figure 3.6: Edit the parallel macro 
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In the line 9, find the code Dic.Add ("***"), "" and change the *** to the folder you want 
to make it to the parallel view. Be sure to include the “\” after the path. For example: 
Dic.Add ("D: \d3\test\"), "" 
 
 
Figure 3.7: Locate the file path 
Choose Run in the menu -> Run sub/userForm. This will start the script to process all 
sub-folders in the path. Once it finished, it will show up a message and tell you how long 
it takes. 
  
Figure 3.8: Generate the data 
Open the source folder, which will show a file called “data.csv”. 
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Figure 3.9: Locate the data file 
Copy all files in the folder called “parallel” into the dataset’s folder you want to see. 
 
 
Figure 3.10: Copy the html files 
 
Open the “parallel2.html” with Firefox to see the parallel coordinates plot. 
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Figure 3.11: Use the html file to see parallel coordinates 
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3.4 Step of Generating Heat-map data 
Copy the Consolidation.exe into the path of the matrix dataset’s folder.  
 
Figure 3.12: Consolidation program 
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Run Consolidation.exe and type “type *.txt >> all.txt”.  
 
Figure 3.13: Use the command to do the consolidation 
 
Figure 3.14: The consolidation has been finished 
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The “all.txt” will be the file that includes all matrixes in the dataset.  
 
Figure 3.15: Locate the file with all matrixes 
Open both “heatmap.xlsm” and “heat3.xlsm”. 
 
Figure 3.16: VBA programs 
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Choose Data-> from text, then select the “all.txt” in which data-set folder you want to 
covert the heat-map view.  
 
Figure 3.17: Get the data from a file 
Choose next and set the break line, then hit finish. 
 
Figure 3.18: The break lines 
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Choose Data -> Sort & filter -> sort A to Z. 
 
Figure 3.19: Sort the data 
Select the first row and right click -> delete. 
 
Figure 3.20: Deleting of unused row 
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Choose View -> Macros -> view macros. 
 
Figure 3.21: The Macros option 
Select the “heatmap” and hit edit. 
  
Figure 3.22: The heatmap Macro 
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In the last row, change Filename;=”***” to the path and output file name: 
 
Figure 3.23: Locate the output file 
Choose Run in the menu -> run sub/userForm. 
 
Figure 3.24: Generate the data 
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Open the folder, there is a file called “heat.csv” will be in the folder. Use a text editor to 
open, like the Notepad. 
 
Figure 3.25: The generated data file 
Replace all of “[,” with “[“. 
 
Figure 3.26: Words replacement 
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Then replace all of “,]” with “,”. 
 
Figure 3.27: Words replacement 2 
Copy all files in the folder called “heat-map” into the dataset’s folder you want to see. 
 
Figure 3.28: The html files 
Open data.js using Notepad, and copy all data from heatmap.csv to “var data = [  ]”. 
 
Figure 3.29: Add the generated data 
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Delete the last comma, it should be like this. Save the file. 
 
Figure 3.30: Check for the last data 
Open the “heatmap.html” with any web browser to see the heat-map view. 
 
3.5 Data visualizations with D3 
After preprocessing the data to a format readable by the D3 JavaScript library, the next 
step is to use D3 to provide a web-based user interface and visualization of the data so the 
application domain specialists and the users can get easy access to the data through the 
visualization. The D3 library can read many types of data, however it can only preprocess 
very limited kinds of data formats, such as the csv format or three-dimensional arrays. 
The csv format is very suitable as it can make editing the data easy and reviewing it at a 
later time as there are many tools that can read and edit the csv format, such as Microsoft 
Excel and VBA. Thus, the csv format was chosen in this project to import data into the 
D3 library.  
In order to develop the techniques describing different elements in this thesis, several 
heat maps and parallel coordinate plots were created using D3. In the parallel coordinates 
layout, 5 different lines have been set first, to capture the four individual sets of data and 
the average data across IDCMs, and CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) was used to set the 
styles. The rows Dx1y1 in the confusion matrices data sets is set to brown by using 
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.Dx1y1 { stroke: #80 00 00;}; Dx1y2 is green so .Dx1y2 { stroke: #00 88 00;}. The other 
colors are blue and orange, so .Dx2y1 { stroke: #00 00 88;} and .Dx2y2 { stroke: #FF A5 
00;}, respectively. The last line style illustrates the average value for the IDCM data set 
and is over-drawn on other lines, so it need to be set to black by using .avg { stroke: #00 
00 00;}.  The width of each line has been set to 2 px (pixel) by using line { stroke-width: 
2px; }. Because of the large number of lines overlapping each other, the translucence has 
been set by adding a stroke-opacity: 0.5; parameter. The next step is to read the data by 
using the D3 library: d3.csv ("data.csv", function(layout)). It also stores the data in such 
way that it is accessible via a function called layout, so the data can be reached anywhere 
by a simple function call. D3 can read the csv data file and preprocess them to different 
traitsarrays. In this confusion matrices data set, Dx1y1, Dx1y2, Dx2y1, and Dx2y2 are 
different traitsarrays.  
The values of those arrays need to be transformed into different lines for the parallel co-
ordinate plot and plotted at the correct height positions. In order to show different values 
in the arrays, a larger value will be set to a higher position in this layout. The height of 
each position shows the difference of each value. Now it is simple to show only this da-
taset because the minimum is 0 and the maximum is 100. If the maximum height in this 
layout is 50 pixels, a value of 20 can be set to 20% of 50 pixels and a value of 80 can be 
set to 80% of 50 pixels. However, some data sets have a maximal value of up to 1000. 
Hence, a scale function within D3 is deployed to rescale the values appropriately. In or-
der to use this function, “domain” and “range” need to be provided as input parameters. 
The domain describes the range of input values whereas the range is the range of output 
values. In this case it should output a pixel unit to set the position. For example, if the 
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minimum value is 0 then the position is 50 pixels; if the maximum value is 100, then the 
position is 200 pixels; the range of the output is 50 to 200. In this case, the center of the 
range is 125, so if the input value is 50, then the output will be 125 pixels. In order to use 
this function, y[d] = d3.scale.linear() is used to access it and applies a linear scaling. To 
set the domain input, .domain(d3.extent(layout, function(p) { return +p[d]; })) will de-
termine the range of input values in the array. The function called layout has been gener-
ated before, so it provides access to all the values in this data set. The d3.extent function 
is used to determine the minimum and maximum value in that array. To set the range of 
output values, .range([h, 0]) will set the range of output pixel. At this point, the position 
of each value has been set. At last, the line for each path will be generated via an SVG 
object. An SVG function in D3 is then creates a new path: the function call 
svg.append("svg:path") is used to create a new HTML element and .attr("d", path) 
.attr("class", function(d) { return d.rows; }) is called to set the attributes. Because the 
style of the path’s CSS is already set, the lines generated as new HTML elements will use 
different colors for each array as specified in the CSS. 
 
3.6 Data visualizations in virtual environments 
VTK as a generic C++ class library has a wide range of scientific and engineering usage. 
It can be used with another C++ based virtual environment library called VRUI (virtual 
reality user interface) [30]. One of the most important and common applications is in the 
medical field, such as Dr. Wichgoll’s "Visualizing Vascular Structures in Virtual Envi-
ronments" project is using VRUI. The goal for this thesis is to make a 3D semantic clus-
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ter based visualization in virtual environments. One important aspect is the three-
dimensional reconstruction. So, using VTK and VRUI to three-dimensional reconstruc-
tion of a semantic cluster database is a suitable application example. Using VTK and 
VRUI for three-dimensional reconstruction algorithms and data structures from the data, 
the most difficult part is reading data and the graphical display. The database for seman-
tic cluster is using a tlp format which is defined within DBpedia project. DBpedia is a 
crowd-sourced community effort to extract structured information from Wikipedia. Its 
database is served as Linked Data on the Wikipedia [31]. Because the database conforms 
with the tlp standard, reading that format is not a big problem. VTK has already support 
for this kind of data: the vtkTulipReader class subclasses can be used to perform this task. 
In our own program - as long as the parameters are specified correctly - it is capable of 
reading the linked data. According to the data pipelined in VTK, the original data can be 
used for various filters to generate a variety of data conversion. In this case, the linked 
data has been extracted, mapped, and drawn. Because it is a three-dimensional recon-
struction, it should be added using an interactor so that VRUI can take care of interacting 
with the drawing window. Regarding the reconstruction algorithm, I used some mature 
and basic algorithm for reconstruction, such as clustering algorithms, force directed, and 
spanning tree. I used the VTK development platform to complete the above work, such as 
read database file, reconstruction and VRUI for display, interactive features such as inte-
grated into the 3D monitors, in order to provide a convenient user interface in virtual en-
vironments.  
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Parallel coordinates 
Parallel coordinates are a very useful layout to compare each row and each column in 
every matrix. In the IDCM datasets, the rows "Dx1y1", "Dx1y2", "Dx2y1", and "Dx2y2" 
are drawn with different colors, in order to make it much easier to compare. The columns, 
"Rx1y1", "Rx1y2", "Rx2y1", and "Rx2y2", are then plotted as the axes of the parallel co-
ordinate system to show the values. This allows the user to compare a value with other 
rows using a different color, or compare with different columns using the same color. If 
the lines become bolder, that means the overall values in the matrix tend to be noisier; 
and if the lines become thinner, that means the values are much closer the each other. The 
black lines in the centers of each different color are showing the average values, which 
enables the user to easier understand the difference of the spread of values encoded with-
in the matrix. Also this layout is capable of showing a lot of different data sets together 
within a single visualization, so comparing different dataset can be done easily. 
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Figure 4.1: Parallel Coordinate plot with 9 different GRT model simulation datasets 
 
The nine parallel coordinate plots in Figure 4.1 illustrate nine different GRT theoretical 
model situations; researchers are trying to understand how different combinations of 
GRT model construct violations influence the pattern of responses within the IDCMs. 
Figure 4.1 shows a possible way to quickly compare the rates of responding to the differ-
ent stimulus conditions (the different colors) across multiple models. Notably, the yellow 
lines, representing the Dx2y2 stimulus, show variability across the plots; this was the 
stimulus modified by changes in the simulation parameters. The center plot shows very 
little confusion for the Dx2y2 stimulus, because the response rates are low for "Rx1y1", 
"Rx1y2", and "Rx2y1", and high "Rx2y2". This is very different from the models in the 
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bottom right and bottom left corners, which show a large amount of confusion of Dx2y2 
with the other stimuli. Thus, those models produced more confusion and might be harder 
to analyze in a human perception experiment. Domain experts see much potential for us-
ing these parallel coordinate plots for model comparison based on the IDCM patterns 
alone (without additional statistical analyses). 
4.2 Heat map visualization 
A heat map is another way of visualizing the matrix data. Generally, heat maps, while not 
depicting the exact absolute value encoded in the confusion matrix, are useful for provid-
ing an overview of the values of the confusion matrices relative to each other. The goal 
here was to utilize the heat maps to visualize the data from multiple individual IDCM da-
ta sets, including layouts that might enable the visualization of all 1000 individual 
IDCMs for each simulated model. Different layouts for heat maps were tested to identify 
the more suitable ones for looking within and across datasets. Figure 4.2 shows an exam-
ple of a heat map layout; it is a combination of each matrix in the dataset. It highlights 
each individual value within the entire data set using color coding ranging from white 
(low value) to red (large value). Also for each exact value, the user can hover the mouse 
over the heat map which will automatically show the exact values in that confusion ma-
trix the mouse cursor is currently hovering over (Figure 4.2, right hand side). This basic 
heat map allows for several IDCMs to be displayed together, which can help identify 
some patterns of confusion. However, with 16 cells for each IDCM, this particular layout 
can get unwieldy rather quickly. 
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Figure 4.2: Layout example of heat map - a combination of each matrix in the dataset 
The image on the right illustrates the details on demand offered by a mouse hovering 
over a single IDCM. 
 
Another heat map layout assembles all values in the dataset to one matrix layout, to better 
combine the large number of data files. This results in specific cells within the IDCMs 
being lumped together in the same heat map block. For example, the values of the upper 
left cell (row 1, column 1) of each IDCM gets plotted in a single block where the value of 
the first confusion matrix is used for the first cell within the block, the second value is 
used for the second cell, and so on. This better preserves the overall layout of the confu-
sion matrix (4-by-4 grid), which makes it appear more familiar with the domain special-
ists. It also tends to better show the overall confusion for the entire study, because all 
1000 IDCMs are included. Figure 4.1 shows four examples of this layout. Comparing the 
heat maps in the top row of Figure 4.3, both show the darkest blocks are all along the 
main diagonal, which means the responses overall were correct (this is important for en-
suring that the model or human participant are doing the task as expected). However, the 
heat map in the upper left has darker blocks surrounding the main diagonal compared to 
the upper right, which indicates greater confusion in response to the stimulus for the up-
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per left model. The bottom left heat maps shows an example with even less confusion 
during the study, as many of the off-diagonal blocks are close to white in color (very low 
numbers of responses). Similar to the previous layout, the user can hover the mouse over 
the heat map which will automatically select each value within a single block, thereby 
showing the exact values of that block (Figure 4.3, bottom right). Similar to the parallel 
coordinate plots in Figure 4.1, the domain experts will be able to use these blocked heat 
maps to quickly compare multiple stimulated model conditions for their influence on the 
overall pattern of confusions. 
  
 
 
Figure 4.3: Heat map layout in which values are lumped by their position within the con-
fusion matrix. Each of the four heat maps illustrates a different simulated set of data (i.e. 
different underlying model) but all capture the 1000 IDCMs simulated per model. This is 
to show how this layout also highlights differences in the overall confusion patterns (col-
or changes in the off-diagonal blocks). The mouse over action illustrated in the bottom 
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right corner now shows all the values from the 1000 IDCMS for the selected cell (here, 
the row 1, column 1 cells of all 1000 IDCMs). 
 
 
 
Figure 4.4: The same data set as shown as in Figure 4.2 using a circular layout for a heat 
map, but using less screen space to show the same information 
 
A circular heat map is another way of arranging the values in this type of visualization. It 
provides the same functionality as the previous heat map layouts, but uses a different 
basic shape to accommodate a different layout. Instead of arranging the individual values 
in a rectangular layout a circular metaphor is used. Figure 4.4 shows an example using 
the circular layout using the same data as depicted in Figure 4.1. Note that in comparison 
to Figure 4.2, it uses less space to show the same amount of information. Figures 4.5 and 
8 show the same data set as Figure 4.4, but Figure 6.1 breaks each block into a ring in the 
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circle, that will use much less space to show each value in each block. Hence, it follows a 
similar paradigm as Figures 4.4 in that it lumps together the values from a specific cell of 
all confusion matrices. 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Circular layout showing the same data set as Figure 4.3, lower right 
 
Across these circular layouts, domain experts like Figure 4.5 the most for quick grasp of 
the IDCM confusion patterns. While Figure 4.4 does track the individual rows as rings of 
the circle, it is harder to separate the columns of each individual IDCM; the data in the 
innermost ring (Dx2y2) is also quite small and harder to see. The rings in Figure 8 cap-
ture patterns within each ring well, but experts find it hard to compare the same response 
ring across the different stimuli (Dx1y1-Rx1y1, and Dx2y2-Rx1y1, for example) because 
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of the extra rings in between them. With the quadrant layout to Figure 4.5, domain ex-
perts are reminded of the traditional means of illustrating GRT model space, which in-
volves plotting a bivariate normal curve in each of 4 quadrants representing the 4 stimuli. 
Thus, Figure 4.3 may lend itself to easy integration with other GRT plotting tools. 
4.3 Semantic cluster based visualization in virtual environ-
ments 
There are many algorithms I can use to visualize the semantic cluster database, but their 
functions are limited. So I made my own algorithms to do the data reconstruction. At first, 
it will put each node randomly in the space and connect them with edges. Then it can use 
any basic reconstruction algorithms to move each node. In this case I used force directed 
algorithms. After about 150 times of moves, it will finish the reconstruction and become 
a force directed graph. At last it will rotate to a better direction.   
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Figure 4.6: Random position nodes 
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Figure 4.7: Nodes start to move using force directed 
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Figure 4.8: Become a force directed graph 
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Figure 4.9: Rotation to a better direction 
VTK also has some other reconstruction algorithms in the library which I can use direct-
ly. For reconstruction, such as fast, simple, clustering, force directed, and spanning tree 
algorithms. 
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Figure 4.10: Fast algorithms 
  
Figure 4.11: Simple algorithms 
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Figure 4.12: Force directed algorithms 
 
Figure 4.13: Clustering algorithms 
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Figure 4.14: Span tree algorithms 
 
When it is showing the text information of each node, it will only show the labels in that 
zoom in such a way that overlap between the labels is avoided. 
 
Figure 4.15: Zoom out only shows the nearest labels 
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Figure 4.16: Zoom in shows details and more labels 
4.4 Accomplishments 
Within this thesis, pre-processing tools for the raw data were developed to identify ways 
of visualization methodologies that enable domain specialists to more easily interpret 
their data.  A parallel coordinates with five different layout approaches and modified heat 
maps were implemented to determine those methods that are most suitable for visualizing 
the data from the IDCMs simulated for GRT models. VTK and VRUI based semantic 
cluster database visualizations in virtual environments with six different layout approach-
es were developed as well. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
Information visualization as a tool has matured into the analytics context. It is based on 
computer graphics, general graphics principles and methods. It converts massive data into 
graphics, images, and representations in visual form. It involves computer graphics, im-
age processing, computer vision, computer-aided design, graphical user interface and 
many other research areas. Humans obtain information retrieved from external data most-
ly through the visual channel. Visual information is processed by humans at high-speed, 
high-capacity, and parallel features. Hence the sayings "seeing is believing" and "a pic-
ture is worth a thousand words". With the rapid development of human society, people in 
more and more scientific research projects and production practices results in more and 
more data. To cope with the information overload present in today’s society, appropriate 
visualization techniques are needed. Within this study, several different visualization ap-
proaches were developed to determine those methods that are most suitable to visualize 
the data from the IDCMs simulated for GRT models, namely parallel coordinates and 
modified heat maps using different layout approaches. As is expected, some are better 
suited than others depending on the task the domain specialists are trying to achieve as 
pointed out during the discussion of the results. Also VTK and VRUI based semantic 
cluster database visualizations in virtual environments were developed as well, namely 
fast, simple, force directed, clustering, span tree and my own layout using different algo-
rithms. Overall, the visualization methods were very successful in visualizing aggregated 
IDCMs and semantic cluster database in a way that allowed the domain specialists to eas-
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ily interpret the changes in the patterns of confusion across different models. Today, most 
design is using paper media to express creativity, and drawing is the basis of modern in-
dustrial production. Visualization method still continues with the tradition of expressing 
human intentions. From this research, the visualization technology generated diagram is a 
new form of the data. The emergence of visualization technology has a profound histori-
cal background, which is a huge demand of society and technology progress. Visualiza-
tion techniques have long time of research, so the original charts and statistics visualiza-
tion techniques were applied to many scientific data analysis. The birth and populariza-
tion of computers is taking the human society into an information age. It provides new 
scientific computing and data acquisition to human society. This also means to take hu-
man society into a sea of data. Scientific research’s purposes are not only in order to ob-
tain data, but through analyzing the data to explore the laws from data. The traditional 
visualization techniques and data analysis mean inefficiency, and have severely restricted 
the scientific and technological progress. As computer software and hardware perfor-
mance continues to improve and the rapid development of information visualization, they 
are prompting people to apply this new technology in scientific data analysis.  
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6. FUTURE WORKS 
While the domain specialists were very pleased with the current results, a more formal 
user study will have to be performed as part of the future work. 
 
Figure 6.1: Heat maps of the same data-set with Figure 4.3 (lower right), but it breaks 
each block into each ring in the circle, that will use much less space to show each value 
in each block. 
Also the VTK and VRUI based virtual environments software could benefit from im-
proved interaction methods based on, for example, Microsoft’s Kinect, Wii remote, or a 
data glove. These methods would have to be tested within a user study. 
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